Changes you need to know

axiUm Version 5.0

#1 – The Look

- The biggest change in axiUm 5.0 is the appearance.
- Most of the icons and many of the windows look different.
- None of the icons have moved and
- All icons do the same thing they used to do.
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#2 – Keeping a SOAP Note window open while doing other tasks

- You no longer have to close a SOAP note window while performing other tasks.
- This allows you to write your SOAP note during a procedure for efficiency.

#3 – Grading when a Student is logged in

- Now, Faculty don’t have to log into axiUm themselves to grade.
- Faculty can now grade Completed or In Processed procedures when a Student is logged into axiUm.
- Go to the Treatment History and right-click on the Completed procedure.
- Select “Add Student Eval…”
- The regular Evaluation window pops up and you can select your grading form normally.
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#4 – Switching between patients without the Rolodex

- You no longer need to open the Rolodex window to switch selected patients

- Select the patient from the drop-down.

- The patients on this list are the same as the patients on your Rolodex hot list.